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**Synopsis**

Miss the Smell of Burnt Plastic in the Morning? Travel back to your childhood with Studio 3DO's unique real-time strategy/action game. As the bullets fly, you'll maneuver the plastic army men you played with as a kid through a sequence of hard-hitting single-player and multiplayer campaigns. Shoot 'em, torch 'em, and blow 'em up just like you did then - only now they shoot back! This strategic field guide gives you the tactical edge you'll need to crush the dreaded Tan fighting forces and achieve global domination.
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**Customer Reviews**

Armymen is the best game i have ever played. I have always loved blowing up toys and now, this computer game wont let me stop! i would recomend anyone that likes recking toys to buy this game!

This is the most complicated, fun, addictive game you could ever want! A must have for any war game fanatic!

If you want to beat the game, and learn the basics this is great. But if you wanna find some magic bullet for multi, he leaves you hanging. He talks alot about "HOW" in multi... but never gets into the tips and tricks.
The chapters guiding the player through the scenarios are written in the usual narrative format making the book impossible to follow when you are sitting at your computer. Not that it matters. The game is kinda fun but for those who would like to win once in a while it's a letdown and the strategy guide doesn't help other than cluing the reader in on the game's four lame cheat codes. In a day and age when any decent PC game is totally mouse controlled, this one utilizes a boatload of difficult keyboard commands. Billed as a nostalgia game that harkens back to the days when you played with little green plastic army men in the backyard, the designers seem to have failed to realize that their aging target audience doesn't have the timing or the motor skills anymore to execute lighting quick keyboard strokes in a split second. Plus, this strategy guide does not bother mentioning to the reader that a critical file needed to play the game does not automatically place itself into the correct folder during install. It has to be manually copied from the CD onto your hard drive. Why such a bug is in the game to begin with and why the strategy guide doesn't bother mentioning the problem it is beyond understanding.

This is the best game ever. If you have the god code it makes it even more fun. Buy it.
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